SCENARIOS
SPACE PIRATES!
Submitted by Les Braun

Somewhere in space, a freak dimensional rift opens and begins to
expand. Unfortunately, Galaxy Express 999 en route through the
far reaches of space happens to be too close to the phenomenon
when it occurs. Using everything it has to try and pull free, it
sends out a distress signal hoping help will arrive before it is
sucked into the maelstrom. Help does arrive – it’s the Arcadia
and the Queen Emereldas. But just as rescue operations begin, the
rift grows even larger and all three are dragged into the heart of
the void. After long minutes of violent turbulence, the three space
craft are thrown clear of the rift. Captain Harlock on board the
Arcadia doesn’t immediately recognize any of the surrounding
star systems and as he attempts to get his bearings, his ship
detects the presence of a number of ships nearby – ships of
unknown design. He is signaled by the captain of the lead craft, a
man with ghost white skin and blue eyes. Harlock is told he and
his crew, along with the other vessels, have interfered with an
experiment and obviously not being ‘mechanisms’ are inferior
and will be destroyed.
Wherever they have ended up, it’s a place run by mechanical
beings. Beings which begin to move in to attack Harlock and his
companions. There is no love lost between Harlock and
‘artificial’ men, so with some pleasure he brings Arcadia’s guns
to bear on the enemy ships. Suddenly the opposing fleet splits in
two and Harlocks sensors indicate another ship has entered the
area. By the looks of it, it appears to be a huge battleship from
Earths ancient past. The enemy fleet has split up to engage this
vessel as well. Well, as they say, “any enemy of my enemy is my
friend…”
Meanwhile, on board the Yamato, Derrick Wildstar stares in
amazement at the scene before him – a Dark Nebula fleet in front
of a huge swirling rift in space moving to attack what appears to
be a space train and two ships flying of all things, the Jolly
Roger. “We came to investigate the Dark Nebula Empires
involvement in the creation of this rift and what do we find…?
Space Pirates!”
EDF Forces
1 SBB Yamato (Refit 2202)
Free Earth Forces
1 Arcadia
1 Queen Emereldas
1 Galaxy Express 999
Dark Nebula Empire Forces
1 SBB Galiades
2 SCGH-H Nazdar
2 HSSCSG-L Teraz
1 SCV-M Prax (2202)
3 SFFG Neter
1 SAA-CV Zakaz transport
Set up
Place the Galaxy Express 999 in the center of the map. Place the
Arcadia and Queen Emereldas on either side of it three hexes
away, all facing the Dark Nebula force and moving at a speed of
1. 20 hexes away place the Dark Nebula ships in two groups, 5
hexes apart, speed 3. Place the Yamato in one corner of the map
on the opposite side of the Dark Nebula from the Free Earth

vessels, speed 6. It has 8 points of special power accumulated. In
the opposite corner across the map from the Yamato is the rift. It
entirely fills the six hexes of the corner. Any ship coming within
two hexes of it will be sucked in. All ships carry a full load of
battle/support craft.
Special Rules
The Yamato and the Free Earth vessels all may use the ‘smaller
scale’ rules on page 89 of the Second Edition rulebook (aka
Module II), to their advantage. They may also use the ‘cinematic
effects’ rules (listed separately). The Dark Nebula ships may not
use these rules. The Arcadia and Queen Emereldas will do their
best to protect the 999.
Victory Conditions
The Yamato and the Free Earth Forces will unite to defeat the
Dark Nebula Empire fleet. If they win, Harlock and the others
will return home after the battle through the rift just before it
closes. This is an all on nothing scenario, one side must defeat the
other to win.

